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Abstract 

A standard image restoration requirement is to remove randomly occurring impulses without disturbing edges. Median filtering is 
popular in removing salt and pepper noise and works by replacing the pixel value with the median value in the neighborhood of 
that pixel .However there are many modifications  of the median filter in the literature . In addition to standard median filter , we 
have weighted median filter , directional median filter , switching median filter and adaptive median filter. Therefore , we will 
study these median filtering frameworks in the paper. 
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1. Introduction 
Image enhancement, a fundamental step in digital image processing , refers to  processing and gaining better quality on 
areas of contrast , sharpness, edges, boundaries, reducing noise etc. The image enhancement techniques are classified as 
:Point processing, spatial processing and frequency domain processing. They are best suitable for grayscale images. The 
most effective basic spatial filtering techniques are mean filtering, Gaussian smoothing and median filtering. It is 
important to eliminate noise in the images before some subsequent processing[1],[2]. 
Due to imperfections in image sensors digital images are often contaminated with noise. As  the nature of the noise is 
complex, the overall acquisition noise is usually modeled as a zero mean white Gaussian noise. Aside from this type of 
noise , image imperfections resulting from impulsive noise are generated during transmission through a communication 
channel, with sources ranging from human-made sources(switching and interference)to  signal representation(bit 
errors)and natural (atmospheric lighting) ones. The noisy pixels decreases the visual quality of the image and the 
performance of the task for which the image was intended. Therefore ,image filtering is of paramount importance. 
Nonlinear filters have replaced linear filters in many image processing applications since they can operate effectively in 
various noisy conditions and potentially preserve the structural information of the image. 
Among numerous nonlinear filters , the most popular filtering schemes are based on  robust order statistics due to 
excellent robust properties  and simplicity of design. The  order-statistics- based filters utilize algebraic ordering of a 
windowed set of data to compute the output signal .Frequency analysis and impulse response have no meaning in median 
and rank order filtering. The impulse response of a median filter is zero. The basic descriptor of the deterministic 
properties of median filters is their root signal set, that is a set of signals which are invariant to further filtering . The 
basic statistical descriptor of median filters is the set of output distributions which are used to study the noise attenuation 
properties of median filters. The characterization of root signal is based on local signal structures. Those are summarized 
here for median filters of window width 2N+1. 
• A constant neighborhood is a region of at last N consecutive identically valued samples. 
• An edge is a monotonically rising or falling set of samples surrounded on both sides by constant neighborhoods of 
different values. 
• An impulse is set of at most N samples whose values are different from the surrounding regions and whose surroundings 
regions are identically valued constant neighborhoods. 
• An oscillation is any signal structure which is not part of a constant neighborhood, an edge or an impulse. 
There are a lot of variations in median filter . Therefore, this paper reviews some of the median filtering frameworks . 
 
2. Frameworks of Median Filter 
At present, there are thousand median based filters in the literature. It is not possible to describe each method in detail. 
Therefore we will see some important  turns in the literature with the common frameworks used by these filters. The 
modifications of the basic frameworks with combination of one or two are used in different methods. 
 
2.1 Standard Median Filter (SMF) 
Standard median filter (SMF), or also known as median smoother, has been introduced by Tukey in 1971. Although SMF 
can significantly reduce the level of corruption by impulse noise, uncorrupted pixel intensity values are also altered by 
SMF. This undesired situation happens because SMF does not differentiate between uncorrupted from corrupted pixels. 
Furthermore, SMF requires a large filter size if the corruption level is high. Yet, large filter of SMF will introduce a 
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significant distortion into the image .The standard median (SM) filter is a simple nonlinear smoother that can suppress 
noise while retaining sharp sustained changes (edges) in signal values. The output of SM filter at a point is the median 
value of the input data inside the window centered at the point. 
 
If {x(k) | 1 ≤ k ≥ L} and {y(k) | 1 ≤ k ≥ L} is , respectively, the input and output of the one-dimensional (1-D) SM filter of 
window size 2N + 1, then 
 
                  y(k) = med{x(k-N),..x(k - 1), x(k),x(k+1),..x(k+N)}                     (1) 
Here to account for startup and end effect, x(1) and x(L), respectively, are repeated N times at the beginning and at the 
end of the input. 
 
It is worth noting that equation (1) is normally using sorting algorithm such as quick-sort or bubble-sort to arrange the 
samples in increasing or decreasing order. Thus, in order to avoid from using any direct sorting algorithm, the use of 
local histograms has been proposed for median value calculation. 
 
The recursive median (RM) filter is a modification of the SM filter defined in (1). Specifically, the output y(k) of the RM 
filter of size 2N + 1 is given by 
 
                     y(k) = med{y(k-N),... y(k - 1), x(k), x(k+1),..x(k+N)}               (2) 
At the beginning of the filtering, it is assumed that y(1-N) = ..... y(0) = x(1); the end effect is considered as a SM filtering. 
RM filtering can extract signal roots better than SM filtering, and is useful alternative to SM filtering in some 
applications. In general, RM filters are implemented by modifying an SM filtering algorithm and, as a consequence, the 
implementation of RM filters is computationally and structurally more complex than that of SM filters. 
 
2.2Weighted Median Filter (WMF) 
One of the branches of median filter is weighted median filter (WMF). WMF was first introduced by Justusson in 1981, 
and further elaborated by Brownrigg. The operations involved in WMF are similar to SMF, except that WMF has weight 
associated with each of its filter element. These weights correspond to the number of sample duplications for the 
calculation of median value. 
However, the successfulness of weighted median filter in preserving image details is highly dependent on the weighting 
coefficients, and the nature of the input image itself. Unfortunately, in practical situations, it is difficult to find the 
suitable weighting coefficients for this filter, and this filter requires high computational time when the weights are large. 
Some researchers, such as [4 ], [ 5], proposed adaptive weighted median filters (AWMF), which is an extension to WMF. 
By using a fixed filter size W h,w  , the weights of the filter will be adapted accordingly based on the local noise content. 
This adaptation can be done in many ways, mostly based on the local statistics of the damaged image. 
 
For example, in [5], the weights of the filter are defined as 
                                                                              (3) 
where Wh,w (0,0) is a preset weight for the central filter element, c is a preset scaling factor, d is the distance of location 
(j,k) to coordinates (0,0), and σ2 and x are the local variance and local mean, respectively, defined by a sliding window of 
size hxw pixels. The operator < . > presents the rounding operation if the argument inside it is a positive value. Otherwise 
it will truncate the value to zero. 
 
Centre weighted median filter (CWMF) is a special type of WMF defined in 1991. CWMF has the weights defined as 
follow: 
                                                                                 (4) 

where  n w is an odd integer, with value greater or equal to one. Coordinates (k, l) = (0, 0) presents the centre of the filter. 
When n w is set to one, CWMF becomes SMF. 
Large value of n w is good in preserving details but worse in noise cancellation. When n w is greater or equal to hxw (i.e. 
the area covered by filter Wh,w), CWMF turns into the identity filter. In this condition, CWMF does not filter the image, 
and thus the output image will become exactly the same as its corresponding input. 
 
2.3. Switching Median Filter 
Conventional median filtering approaches apply the median operation to each pixel unconditionally ,that is  without 
considering whether it is corrupted or not . As a result , the image details contributed from the uncorrupted pixels are still 
subject to be filtered , and this causes image quality degradation.  An intuitive solution to overcome this problem is to 
implement an impulse noise detection mechanism prior to filtering ; hence, only those pixels are identified as "corrupted" 
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would undergo the filtering  process, while those identified as "uncorrupted" would remain intact . By incorporating such 
noise detection mechanism or 'intelligence " into the median filtering framework , the so called  switching median filters, 
also known as decision based median filter  had shown significant performance improvement. 
Noise detection procedure used by researchers are normally depending on the noise model been used[5],[6]. For fixed-
valued impulse noise (i.e. salt-and-pepper noise), mostly the noise detection is done by thresholding the intensity values of 
the damaged image. Other popular noise detection methods include by checking the difference between intensity of the 
current pixel with its surrounding, inspecting the difference of the damaged image with its median filtered versions, or by 
applying some special filters. 
The output from the noise detection stage is a noise mask M. This mask is a binary mask, and normally defined as follow: 

                                                                                     (5)  

Next, mask M will be used in the noise cancellation stage, where only pixels with M = 1 are processed by the median 
filter. For the calculation of median, only "noise-free" pixels (i.e. pixels with M = 0) are taken as the sample. 
 
2.4.Directional Median Filter 
In directional weighted median filter,  a new impulse detector [7]  is used to identify noisy pixel  using all four directional 
information of the  selected pixel to calculate the median  so that to preserve the natural details present in the image as 
removing noise . In this approach, there are two major steps: Detect noisy pixel using new impulse detector and Utilize 
weighted directional calculate the median for removing impulse noise  and preserve details. 
Now consider 5x5 window centered at (i,j) , we calculate the sum of all the absolute weighted differences of gray  level 
values in a specific direction, Diff(k) is used to define  the differences where k specify the direction. 
The weights are multiplied at the time of calculating the  differences for each pixel with the centered pixel in a particular 
direction, and the value of the weights depends on  the closeness of the pixel Pixik from the centre pixel Pix0k . If the 
spatial distance for two pixels is small  then their grey level values should be close to each other. 
      (6) 
We use Diffk as a direction index and each direction index  is receptive to the edge aligned with a given direction. To 
identify the impulse noise, we use minimum value from all four direction indexes, if the selected value is greater  than 
predefined threshold T, then the  pixel is noisy otherwise noise-free. 
 
      
             And 

     
Where T is threshold, Min is the minimum value from all four Diffk values . Now we can determine the noise by 
employing a threshold T, no matter  we are dealing with an edge, flat region or a thin line. 
 
2.5 Adaptive Median Filter 
Actually, the concentration of impulse noise on an image is varied because impulse noise is a random noise. Therefore, 
there are regions of the image with high level of corruption, and there are also regions with low level of corruption. For 
an effective noise filtering process, a larger filter should be applied to regions with high level of corruption. In contrast, a 
smaller filter should be applied to regions with low level of corruption. Therefore, many works, such as [8], [9],  have 
proposed methods that are able to adjust the size of the filter accordingly based on the local noise content. Because the 
size of the filter is adapted to the local noise content, this type of median filter is known as adaptive median filter. 
Commonly, the filter size at each processing locations is initially set to 33. The size of the filter is then gradually 
expanding until it met certain criteria. These criteria can include the number of potential noise free pixels, local mean, 
local maximum value, local minimum value or local median value. Sometimes, these criteria can never be met. Therefore, 
some methods restrict the expansion of the filter up to certain size only. Although adaptive median filters are good in 
restoring image corrupted by impulse noise, these filters normally require considerably long computational time when the 
image is highly corrupted. 
 
3. Simulation Result 
Among the  commonly tested 512x512 8-bit gray-scale test image, the one with homogenous region(Lena) and  the one 
with high activity (Boat) is selected for our simulations. For a single test image, the corrupted versions of it are generated 
in Matlab environment with random-valued impulse noise at various noise densities. Then, we employ different 
approaches to detect impulse noise and restore the corrupted image. Thus, we can easily compare the restored images 
with the source image for various denoising methods to verify the characteristics and the quality  of denoising algorithms. 
Here, we have experimented three  denoising methods  SMF, ACWM[4] and  DWM[7]  and the results are compared in 
terms of objective testing (quantitative evaluation) and subjective testing (visual quality) where the parameters or 
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thresholds of these methods are set as suggested. Restoration performances are quantitatively measured by the peak 
signal-to-noise ratio(PSNR). 
 

Table 1: Comparative Results in PSNR (dB) of Images Corrupted by 5 Percent Impulses 
Method/Images Lena Boat 

SMF 10.8750 11.8734 
ACWM 21.7450 21.3130 
DWM 29.3952 27.3282 

 
4. Conclusion 
Here in this paper we presented five different frameworks of median filter. Nonlinear filters offers a flexible, robust 
approach to the problem of estimating signals in the presence of impulsive noise. The median filter performs well as long 
as the spatial density of the impulse noise is not large. However the adaptive median filtering can handle impulse noise 
with probabilities even larger than these. Directional filters advantage is that it seeks to preserve detail while smoothing 
non impulse noise. So each framework has its own advantage and disadvantage. From literature, we found that most of 
the recent median filtering based methods employ more than two of these frameworks in order to obtain an improved 
impulse noise cancellation. Currently we are working on  Directional filters using decision tree algorithm. 
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